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Lubulona designs and produces modern wooden toys
that inspire kids to be creative and explore the world
through imaginative play. The brand is based in
Barcelona and was founded in November 2017.
Lubulona products are characterised by their
minimalist, yet playful style and are both functional as
well as decorative. All products are designed in
Barcelona and are manufactured entirely in Europe
with the intention of keeping the environmental
impact to a minimum and focusing on fair and local
production.

THE BRAND



Lubulona's cars all come with a wooden figurine which
can be taken out. The little drivers motivate kids to
add a story line, thus allowing more possibilities for
creative and symbolic play while playing with the cars.
The cars are available in eight different colours. The
drivers come in three different shades (dark, medium
and light) and are made of natural and stained beech
wood. Suitable for kids over three years. 

ON THE ROAD

LUBU CARS



Red car
REF: 121313
Red car with 
sky blue figure (dark)

Dark blue car
REF: 121309
Blue car with grey figure (light)

Pink car
REF: 121315
Pink car with green figure (medium)

Plum car
REF: 121310
Plum car with ochre figure (light)



Sky blue car
REF: 121314 
Sky blue car with red figure (light)

Green car
REF: 121316
Green car with pink figure (light)

Grey car
REF: 121309
Grey car with blue figure (dark)

Ochre car
REF: 121311
Ochre car with plum figure (medium)



Lubu Town inspires kids to be little architects and
construct their own buildings and towns. During the
design phase of Lubu Town, different prototypes were
given to 3- to 6-year-olds to play with. Based on the
observations during these play tests, the prototypes
were adapted in order to make Lubu Town intuitive
and versatile. Lubu Town combines construction with
symbolic play, thus kids can not just create buildings,
but can use the little cars and wooden people to
imagine stories and bring their cities to life! Suitable
for kids over three years.

LUBU TOWN



Lubu Town
Summerville Maxi
REF: 121301
Includes 4 houses, 4 ladders, 2 roofs, 2 cars, 2 figures.

Lubu Town
Winterburg Maxi
REF: 121302



Lubu Town
Autumnvale Maxi
REF: 121304

Lubu Town
Spring City Maxi
REF: 121303



Lubu Town
Summerville Mini
REF: 121306

Lubu Town
Winterburg Mini
REF: 121305
Includes 2 houses, 2
ladders, 1 roof, 1 car
and 1 figure

Lubu Town
Autumnvale Mini
REF: 121308

Lubu Town
Spring City Mini
REF: 121307



8 cars
REF: 121701
Our multi pack including all eight Lubu cars with drivers

Lubu Town Mega Set
REF: 121902 Includes 16 houses, 12 ladders, 8 roofs, 8 cars and 8 figures



The Lubu buses are vailable in four different colours
and provide space for three passengers or one driver
and two passengers, which can be taken for a ride
around town and can be dropped off at their bus stops
or homes. Each bus comes with a dark, medium and
light beech wood figurine. The Lubu bus is a perfect
addition to the Lubu Town world, but also a great little
toy on its own.  Bus and peg people are made of
natural beech wood and are coloured with non-toxic
dyes that are safe to be used for wooden toys.

ON THE ROAD

LUBU BUSES



Blue bus
REF: 121603
One bus and three wooden
figures in dark blue (dark), lime
green (light) and plum (medium)

Red bus
REF: 121602
One bus and three wooden
figures in sky blue (dark), lime
green (light) and plum (medium)



Pink bus
REF: 121601
One bus and three wooden figures in mint
green (medium), 
sky blue (dark) and fuchsia (light)

Plum bus
REF: 121604
One bus and three wooden
figures in mint green
(medium), grey (light) and
sky blue (dark)



Creative building blocks that can be used to make
tunnels, bridges, garages, buildings and so much
more! These blocks are great in combination with
wooden railway sets. Kids will love building tunnels
for their toy trains!
Six different sets to choose from.
Tunnel blocks come with top blocks in tunnel shape
and wall blocks with and without a round window.
The picture below shows the Tunnel Blocks in
combination with a wooden railway set from another
brand.

TUNNEL BLOCKS



Tunnel Blocks
Fontana  - medium
REF: 121801
Four top blocks in lime green,
red, blue, ochre and eight walls
in natural beech wood.

Tunnel Blocks
Tetuan - medium
REF: 121803
Four top blocks in dark blue,
grey, plum, light grey and eight
walls in natural beech wood.



Tunnel Blocks
Fontana - large
REF: 121802
Eight top blocks in lime green, red, blue and
ochre and 16 walls in natural beech wood.

Tunnel Blocks
Tetuan - large
REF: 121804
Eight top blocks in dark blue, grey, plum and
light grey and 16 walls in natural beech
wood.



Tunnel Blocks - Mega Set
REF: 121806
16 coloured top blocks and 32 walls in natural
beech wood

Tunnel Blocks
Tibidabo
REF: 121805
Eight coloured top blocks and 16 walls
iin natural beech wood



Build your own little forest! Lubulona stacking trees
are made of natural and stained loose wooden parts.
Available in four different versions (Spring, Summer,
Autumn and Winter). Versatile, open-ended and  loads
of fun. The sets include 18 beech wood pieces that can
be used to create trees by placing the pieces on top of
each other. These materials promote fine motor skills,
concentration and creativity and are suitable for kids
from the age of three.

LUBU STACKING TREES



Spring Trees
REF: 121503
Includes six trunks and 12 tree
tops in different shapes and
colours

Summer Trees
REF:121501



Winter Trees
REF: 121502

Autumn Trees
REF: 121504



All Seasons 
Stacking Trees
REF: 121901
Our stacking trees multi pack includes all four seasons:
24 trunks and 48 tree tops in different shapes and
colours



Lubulona's prints on wood are beautiful illustrations
printed on high-quality natural beech wood. The prints
can either be hung on the wall or be placed on shelfs
or tables as they are thick enough not to fall over.
Available in nine different versions, these prints are
perfect deco elements for kids' rooms or any other
space in a family home.

PRINTS ON WOOD

Caravan Print
REF: 121409
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm

Balloon Print
REF: 121403
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm

Van Print
REF: 121407
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm



Fox Print
REF:121402
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm

Submarine Print
REF: 121401
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm

Rocket Print
REF: 121405
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm

Lama Print
REF: 121408
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm

Whale Print
REF: 121406
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm

Boat Print
REF: 121404
16,5 x 14 x 2 cm




